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COMMENTS ON A&E #189

	Mark Goldberg:  Thanks for your interesting 
letter comments.  Here are my responses:

FIRST:  I treat languages and build/repair skills as 
passive skills useable without skillwire.  With that 
caveat, all of the skill softs sold by the two 
competitors active in the gray market are passive 
skills.  ¶  I know that my induction rigs are 
expensive and poor second choices for most 
characters when compared to jacks -- especially 
with the drain codes for use.  I wanted to keep 
induction rigs in line with the rules on turtles in 
the matrix (defined as users of induction rigs) and 
make them a poor second choice to jacks.

SECOND:  On the magical group.  Several of the 
requirements can only be used once for ordeals.  
Thus the initiation ally is available only once as an 
ordeal, all other times it is just a requirement of 
initiation (without counting for an ordeal).  
Compare this with the Oath, which may be taken 
or required by many initiatory groups, yet counts 
as an ordeal only once or Meditation, which may 
be required at every initiation, but counts as an 
ordeal only once.

THIRD:  DwarTec is an affiliate of 
Philco-Novelle, created to play off of the popular 
stereotype of dwarves.  Their goggles come in a 
wide variety of cosmetic appearances, though all 
of the advertisements show only the black 
"banded" look (real survivors don't want you 
knowing what they have on).  Delux is an affiliate 
of Roland-IBM and has its trademarks 
prominently displayed  -- a wannabee/poser/suit 
sort of thing similar to the gold iris Ziess eyes in 
all the cameos.
FOURTH:  I intended Slay HMHVV rather than 
Slay Vampire.  You are right that it only kills the 
virus (not the individual) and that it is not as 
directly effective vs a vampire as Slay Vampire.  
However, as I see it, slaying the retrovirus does 
strip a vampire of its inate magical abilities 
(including essence drain) and renders the vampire 
non-infectious.  It also allows a "cure" of 
vampirism.

FINALLY:  Genesplicers is used in my campaign 
as a street term for furries.  For those who 
genesplice others, the term is genengineers.  I 
should have been clearer on that.

Everyone  No, I don't really believe in cyberspace.  
Even so, it is a fun play concept and I've 
rationalized it with some quasi-realistic 
technology using the SAA/JPN standards, SNAP 
fusion and General Electric-General Dynamics' 
(or Dynamic Electric -- a/k/a DE -- as it is known 
in my campaign) room temperature 
superconductors.  (I  disbelieve in physical 
damage being transmitted via fiber optic lines).

My campaign begins with the assumption that 
around 2010 or so the race to find a room 
temperature superconductor will succeed.  For my 
purposes, "room temperature" is defined as -40EF 
to +300EF (i.e. my mythical substance will not 
superconduct below -40EF or above 300EF).  I also 
assume that the DE extrusion process developes 
640K superconducting pathways per strand, each 
capable of gigabyte width data transmission.  
(Yes, this is pure fantasy.:)  The strands can be 
"frayed" at one end (fraying unbundles the strands 
into a cloud of short wirelike fuzz suitable for 
intrusive melding with the human brain or other 
peculiar uses.).

The superconductor is crystalized into standard 
16-ply strands at a cost of approximately $160.00 
(1991 U.S.) per mile.  

Such strands are the mass and size of one inch 
nylon cord and from 2010 to 2030 were used for all new or replacement construction (they are 
cheaper than copper or aluminum wiring) for 
power or data transmission.

	There is also an alternate standard -- a single 
ply superconductor with 20 pathways that costs 
approximately $512,000 per mile.  It is 
~.0001953125" in diameter.  (Yes, 
superconducters are available for smaller 
applications where 1" cord just won't do).  Those 
two standard versions are all that are generally 
available.

	To this melieu I added the Texas International 
multiplexing language (for infinite co-processors), 
$50.00 Intell 90986 chips (the hundred trillion 
transistor chip) and gigabyte memory chips.  I 
posited that the standard supercondutor can be 
"grown" into a direct neural contact via an SAA 
/JPN standard jack.  (It is control of the 
connecting jack technology that has made 
Philco-Novelle so rich in my campaign.  A 
connecting jack, for universal power and data 
lines with 640K superconducting pathways per 
strand x 16 strands, is no little feat).

	My next assumption was that this standard 
power and data transmisson line was installed all 
over the world as were Texas International 
multiplexers in standardized packages that 
controlled multiples of 100 90896s.  Then the 
ability to cross over pathways and strands was 
developed.  It is exploiting the hole created by 
cross-overs that is the heart of the cyberhacking 
that is going on in the campaign.  
 	Cyberhacking begain when the Roland-IBM 
partnership brought out the first decks for 
musicians and rocker wannabees.  The decks 
included virtual interfaces and self-modifying 
code that was dumped into the public domain to 
enhance sales.  The ideal was to allow 
non-programmers to code complex musical scores 
by intuitive means.  Widespread intuitive 
programming was the result of the interfaces and 
the intelligent code.  Who would have thought 
that the technology would spread so fast or so far?  

The interfaces and self-modifying code that 
supported the decks were the real trigger for the 
cyberspace revolution.  The impact came after 
some shareware houses got through with the code 
(any hacker with a junior high school background 
can use a modified music deck and a multiplexer 
package and dance the wires).

Of course the current campaign situation won't 
last.  It is similar to the blue/black box explosion 
that affected the telephone network for several 
years.  In the real world with the telephone 
network's holes "hackers" whistled their way 
around the world from their living rooms and did 
other amazing things using the holes in the 
system.

Just as AT&T beat that problem, in the future 
eventually immune hardware will replace software 
protection for everything of significance.  But 
until that day, every light fixture, every telephone, 
every electric fan is connected to superconducting, 
datatransmitting lines of extreme width and 
flexibility and software patches are what the 
system depends on.

(By the by, next time you see a system with some 
sort of serious technical flaw in it, like 
TRAVELLER triangle trade routes or the lack of 
hardware database protection in SHADOWRUN, 
think about the S&L crisis, the 1776 Molasses to 
Rum to Slaves triangle, the AT&T blue box 
problem or the post-Middle Ages wars in Europe.  
Holes exist all the time in real systems -- and are 
exploited too).

Lee Gold:  Shadowrun has seperate mental and 
physical damage tracks.  Pain counts and has skill 
reducing side-effects.  Pain is important enough 
for its game effects that abilities, drugs and 
powers to overcome pain are important to play.  
Spells also exist to counter pain and allow 
characters to operate at unreduced skill.

	If, as in Shadowrun you roll d6s = to your skill 
and "all ones" is always a fumble, then the higher 
the skill, the less chance of a fumble.  A skill of 1 
gives a fumble chance of 16.7%.  A skill of 2 
gives a fumble chance of 3%.  A skill of 3 gives a 
fumble chance of about .5%, etc.  Different skills 
always have different fumble rates and different 
success rates (and/or intensity). 
	Lyndon Baugh:  RINGWORLD sufferred from 
extremely high (for the industry) royalties, a lack 
of support from fans (Chaosium relied heavily on 
fan submissions for material), and (worst of all) a 
contained setting.  Without excessive GM 
leverage, a party should always have more force 
and tech than the opposition.  Gaming in the 
Ringworld often became more like paging through 
an encyclopedia than FRPGing.

	Ask yourself, what happens in a RW campaign 
after you've been to the RINGWORLD, seen the 
sights and gone home?  What do you really 
accomplish?

	Steve Gilham:  The original psionics system 
was created by Tim Kask, who took a 
player-character class submission that had been 
accepted for publication in The Strategic Review 
and re-worked it to fit into Eldritch Wizardry 
along side a psionic combat system that the 
character class did not include.  ¶  I understand 
that the current credits completely rape the 
original author of any notice and I say it's spinich.  
(If you hadn't guessed, I'm sore about it all).

	Joanathan Tweet:  A roleplaying game has to 
offer four factors:  difficulty, challenge, reward 
and control.  That is, the characters must 
overcome difficulties, the difficulties must 
challenge the characters, the characters must be 
able to obtain rewards and they need to exert some 
control (by their actions) over the results.

	Dungeon crawling offers all of these things, in 
a rather obvious and strict order.  A game where 
you go around and make friends would be 
possible, but would be hard to structure so that it contained the four elements.  Compare your 
hypothetical game with a game where one builds 
chains of hotels, competes in the computer 
business, explores the universe to prevent a star 
from exploding, etc. (all of these are the themes to 
popular games with minimal hack & slash).

Heck, when I was in college, a computer game 
where you controlled taxes and bought wheat was 
a real hit because it offerred all four of the 
important game factors.

Dragon Magazine:  The first thing you could do is 
acknowledge when columists are wrong.  Not too 
long ago, I was credited in a Gary Gygax column 
with an idea that belonged to Tom Moldvay and 
Lawrence Schick.  I wrote with a correction that 
was ignored.  Last I heard, Tom and Lawrence 
both had been left with the impression that I had 
stolen credit for their ideas.  I hold your magazine 
responsible for that.

Otherwise I quite enjoy Dragon Magazine.  I read 
the entire magazine, regularly, the day it arrives.  
You do a surprizingly good job.  (Yes, to be 
honest, I'm impressed with it, the balance you 
strike and the general quality.  Maybe carrying a 
few Scott Bennie short stories would improve 
things, but you do a very good job of writing to 
your audience).

Spike Jones:  I'm boycotting the new monster 
manuals by TSR until they restore the credits for 
the creatures I invented.  It is bad enough that 
TSR published them without paying for them, but 
to have them now delete me from the credits 
irritates me excessively.  Gary Gygax promised 
that I would always get credit so that the notarity 
of authorship would help me sell my own game 
materials when and as I got around to publishing 
independently.  Heck, I confirmed these facts last 
year with he and TSR in a three-way letter 
exchange.

As to predesinged cities, Brazilia and Salt Lake 
City are both predesigned cities.  ¶  Mesquite Barbeque is a favored flavor with the Friday lunch  
group I belong to.  They're about the only chips I 
eat these days and are quite good.  ¶  I originally 
left A&E (the last time) because I was no longer 
receiving comments.  I dropped out of TWH for 
the same reason.  

	I'm not sure that Chaosium does not have some 
common law rights to the use of the name 
"Heroquest" -- as they used it.  However, with a 
name, if you don't use it, you lose it -- and I think 
that fair.  

	(Caveat:  that conclusion is a gross 
simplification of the law, consult your own 
lawyer)  Note that TSR, when faced with the 
decision in 1980 or so of whether to "steal" the 
Heroquest name, decided to go on the side of 
honor.  That's the Gygax/Blume TSR and I know 
because I was there in the room when the decision 
was made.

	Mark Goldberg:  Glen Cook's agent advised 
him against licensing for a GURPS book as not 
worth the time and effort (I corresponded with 
SJS and Cook on the topic).  His "relentless" 
writing seems to have eased off as he has only one 
book scheduled for publishing.  Anyone know 
what happened?

	Pekinpah:  Ok, I'm illiterate.  I never heard of 
him before this essay.

	Avram Grumer:  It is actually quite easy to 
keep most firearms from people.  The Canadian 
frontier kept quite a lid on things.  It is even easier 
when almost all of your firearms have to be 
imported.

	Steve Marsh:  Hmm.  Looks worlds better the 
way Lee retyped it than it did in the version you 
sent.  

	Lee Gold:  What is the price on the Fairy Tales 
photocopy?  ¶  As I remember your work in Land 
of the Rising Sun (and I just got it out to look through it and confirm my memory), you do an 
incredible job of adapting a setting to a rules set.  
LotRS is better than Land of Ninja or any other 
adapatation I've seen.

Edward Wilson:  I hope my zine illustrated "furry 
fandom" to you a little.  Basically, furry fandom is 
a PG-13 reworking of the world with everyone 
some furred humanoid or with substantial furred 
humaoid presence.  There is a sub-genre of S&M 
oriented homosexuals, and similar sub-genres, but 
most of it is male adolecent lingering (cf YARF! 
and the saga of Slut Bunny).  ¶  My use of furries 
takes almost the far extreme and integrates them 
in a "realistic" (i.e. non-sexual focus) setting.  (Of 
course my campaign has hardly any furry presence 
too).

Gary Russell:  Two weapon styles are inherently 
weaker than single weapon styles.  Try fencing 
with a foil against a foil and dagger or a foil and 
target.  The most famous of ronin used two 
swords -- but I suspect more to irritate the 
competition than for any other reason :).  

All:  I have my complete rules for Heroquesting in 
a RQIII setting available from PBS 
1-800-426-3475 (voice line).  The rules are on the 
bullitin board only and are not in the catalog.  The 
same is true of my Shadows and Shadows3 rules 
which are rules for a magic returns campaign 
using RQIII.  Lots of additional rules and a 
number of hobby characters (including an A&Eer) 
as NPCs or PCs.

Sample Shadowrun Physical Initiate Archetype

ATTRIBUTES
Body         3         Quickness    5
Strength     5         Charisma     3
Intelligence 5         Willpower    4
Essence      6         Magic        6
Reaction     5 (6) (+1d6) 

SKILLS
Atheletics                2; Bargain                   3
Sorcery                   6; Urban Stealth             3 
Unarmed Combat -- Grapple Concentration  7 


POWERS
Automatic Successes:  Atheletics 1 (.5); Stealth 1 
(.5); Combat 2 (2.)
Improved Reaction +1/+1d6  (1.); Killing Hands  
   (Str)S1  (2.)

LANGUAGES
City Speak 1; English 7; Icelandic 7 (centering 
skill)

CYBERWARE
None
 CONTACTS
Burned Out Mage; Investigative Reporter; 
Physical Initiate (Buddy)

GEAR
Low-Light/Thermographic Goggles (x20 
magnification); UltraTex Armored Jacket (5/4); 
Used Yamaha Rapier

DICE POOLS

Astral: 17D; Defense: 7D; Dodge: 5D; Hacking: 
n/a; Magic: 6D

Damage Track
          L       M           S               D
PHYSICAL [  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ]
MENTAL   [  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ]


